
 
 
Angel Borislavov Ivanchev,  (ID: 8610133460) 36 year-old Bulgarian patient 
applied to our hospital for medical second opinion. The documents sent by the 
patient were seen by Assoc.Prof. Eda Tanrıkulu, MD  from Medical Oncology 
dept., by Prof. Hale Başak Caglar, MD from Radiation Oncology dept., Prof. 
Haluk Duman, MD from Reconstructive Surgery dept. and Assoc.Prof. Bülent 
Evren Erkul, MD from ENT dept. The diagnosis of the patient is understood to 
be “TONGUE SCC ” from the documents sent. 
 

Eda Tanrikulu, MD from Medical Oncology Department: 

I understand that incisional biopsy of the tongue was performed on 5.10.2022. 
Pathology result came out as SCC. 1- MRI consultation 2- Thoracic CT will be 
performed. 3- If no metastasis is detected, we will complete operation. 
According to the postoperative pathology report, we will evaluate whether 
XRT/CTX is needed. 
 
Hale Başak Özkök Çağlar, MD Prof from Radiation Oncology 
Department: 

Surgery is recommended. 
 
Bülent Evren Erkul  , MD Assoc. Prof. from ENT Department: 
According to the CT and MRI images, tongue tumor-SCC passed the midline 
and located posteriorly. Patient will  be examined and if tumor is found to 
originate from  anterior tongue, surgery will be definitely required. 
Hemiglossectomy+bilateral neck dissection, as well as repair with flap after 
plastic surgeon consultation will be required. Chemoradiotherapy may be 
needed depending on pathology results. If the tumor is found to originate from 
base of the tongue, radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy may be the first 
option. If the patient’s MRI and CT scans are up-to-date, he should bring all of 
them. He should bring pathology smecimens, as p16 IHC staining may be 
required. 
 

1- Hemiglossectomy  
2- Bilateral neck dissection  

 
In addition, mandibular osteotomy for tumor resection (this may be required as an 
additional procedure, if there is a tumor in mouth too large to be excised ). This may be 
priced as an additional procedure. 
 



1-3 days of IC stay. 5-10 days of hospital stay. 
Pathology and frozen are necessary .  
 

Order will be required for plastic surgery reconstruction. 
 

Surgery Price: 30.000 EUR   (Prof. Bulent Evren Erkul, MD + Prof.Haluk Duman, 
MD including) 
 

If this procedure is done, new price will be given. NOT included in the surgery price: 
Additional mandibular osteotomy for tumor resection (this may be required as an additional 
procedure, if there is a tumor in mouth too large to be excised ). This may be priced as an 
additional procedure. 

 
 
Haluk Duman , MD Prof. from Plastic surgery department  
Five free flaps containing a single tissue. One assistant. Two days of intensive 
care stay. Five sessions. Five incisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
We would like to invite the patient to our hospital for further examination 
(Medical Oncology Examination (150 eur), if necessary Radiation Oncology 
Examination (150 eur), ENT Examination (110 eur), Plastic Surgery Examination 
(110 eur), MRI consultation (110 eur), thoracic CT ( 300 eur), Pathology 
consultation (600 eur)) and treatment.   
 
 
 

The patient is expected to bring all his previous reports in English along with all 
radiologic imaging conducted so far (CDs/images) so that these are evaluated 
by our physicians, if necessary.  
 


